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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:  ADAM HADWIN 
Sunday, September 21, 2014 
 
 
Q.  You finish up and you're going to get the No. 1 spot on the overall money 
list, which means you played the best on this tour the full season long.  Just 
put into words what that means to know that you came out on top when it's all 
said and done. 
 
ADAM HADWIN:  You know, everybody asks you to put it into words and describe 

the feeling.  I can't.  You know, it's been a long year.  It's gone by fast and these last 
five weeks have flown by.  I played just some unbelievable golf for five weeks in a row 

and to have three Top 10s in the playoffs now against arguably our best fields of the 
year. 

 

Q.  And some of the tougher courses, too. 
 

ADAM HADWIN:  Exactly.  I could feel it coming down the stretch, I was leaking oil all 
the way down and just held it together, was able to get it in the hole somehow and 

didn't leak too much.  But it's just, oh, man, just an unbelievable feeling, just a huge 

weight lifted off the shoulders.  We'll sit back and see what else comes from it. 
 

Q.  Coming into the season, was the No. 1 spot on the money list one of your 
goals?  Do you set goals like that or not really? 

 

ADAM HADWIN:  No, I didn't.  After the year I had last year, my goal was honestly 
just to go out and have some more fun and enjoy golf again and hit some golf shots 

and just get myself into contention, and I was able to do that on a few occasions and 
won twice.  I think this is my ninth Top 10 or something of the year, so much more 

consistent year.  I just had a ton of fun out there and I'm really looking forward to 
trying to translate that into next year. 

 

Q.  Do you feel that the Chiquita week was the best week that you played of the 
finals or do you feel maybe you got some better breaks? 

 
ADAM HADWIN:  No, I think Chiquita for sure.  I was in control of my golf ball for 72 

holes that week.  I hit it really well, I made a lot of putts, I made a lot of clutch putts 

when I needed to.  I would say this week was almost like that until today, I sort of 
leaked it coming down the stretch, but just an amazing five weeks of golf for me. 

 
Q.  And you're going to get that spot in the PLAYERS.  Could you talk about 
being able to come back here and play at Sawgrass and play those famous 
holes? 
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ADAM HADWIN:  You know what, it's going to be a lot of fun, it's going to be fun to 

come back and be in Jacksonville again, but beyond the other side and obviously the 
PLAYERS they consider the fifth major and it's going to be just an awesome 

experience to know that I'm in there and we'll come back and we'll see if we can 
compete there next year. 

 

Q.  Did you ever watch that tournament? 
 

ADAM HADWIN:  Of course, absolutely.  Hopefully I have a chance coming down 
Sunday and I've got to hit quality golf shots on 17 and 18. 

 
Q.  (Inaudible) to be fully exempt and ahead of everyone else in these priority 
rankings knowing that you'll be able to plan your schedule the way you want to 
play it? 
 

ADAM HADWIN:  Yeah, it's exciting and that's huge.  Obviously playing well these 
first three days set me up for that.  I knew I had to go play another solid round of golf 

today, but being able to pick and choose and know that I'm going to get into events 

and the events that I want to, I'm better able to plan a schedule and get rest when I 
need to and know that I don't have to get off to a great start. 

 
Q.  Because of that do you feel like there's maybe a little more pressure on you 
than some of the other guys who had their cards locked up today knowing that 
you had that at stake? 

 

ADAM HADWIN:  No, I don't think so honestly.  The position that I was in, I just 
needed to go out and play another solid round of golf.  I really didn't feel that much 

pressure.  I just think these long five weeks getting up there and playing, I just think I 
sort of got worn out on the back and maybe started thinking a little bit too much and 

we got it into the clubhouse somehow. 

 
Q.  Did anybody explain to you just how big a difference it means to be in that 
fully exempt spot? 
 

ADAM HADWIN:  I've talked to a few people.  I've talked to guys that had cards last 
year and how important it was to be high up on the priority rankings, but I think 

everyone out here knows the importance of being No. 1 and knows how good it is not 

to have to reshuffle for the next year.  It allows you to just go out and have some fun 
and enjoy it and you don't have to put pressure on yourself to perform in the first -- 

before the first reshuffle or before the second reshuffle.  
 

Q.  (Inaudible). 
 
ADAM HADWIN:  I had done the unfortunate thing last night of looking it up to know 

what I needed to do.  I looked it up and I knew what was at stake and I felt very 
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comfortable to start the day, I was hitting it well, just missed a few putts, made a 

couple bogeys on the front nine and honestly was a little unsure -- I knew I needed to 
play a solid back nine to keep together to have it.  Chip-in eagle on 10 was huge, 

brought me right back to even. 
 

Q.  How far would you give yourself on that chip?  
 
ADAM HADWIN:  27 feet, 28 feet maybe, just over the back.  I hit a great shot in, it 

just didn't quite hold the green.  I think that sort of swayed the momentum in my way 
at least for there anyways.  I hit some good shots, just missed a few putts after that.  

And then those last three holes I barely held it together.  I got it into the clubhouse 
basically, that was about it.  The amount of water around this golf course, you're 

never quite safe until that final putt has dropped. 

 
Q.  (Inaudible)  
 
ADAM HADWIN:  I know they do. 

 

Q.  Have you snuck over there and played a round?  
 

ADAM HADWIN:  I only played it once, I played it in a pro-am last year for this tour 
Championship actually. 

 
Q.  Did you ever play in a college tournament that UNF does with Louisville 
across the street in Sawgrass?  
 
ADAM HADWIN:  I don't think so.  I didn't anyways. 

 
Q.  You probably would have remembered? 

 

ADAM HADWIN:  Yeah. 
 

Q.  So you're back here in May, that's a nice little perk.  
 

ADAM HADWIN:  That's exciting. 
 

Q.  What's your experience, what do you remember of watching that 
tournament on TV? 
 

ADAM HADWIN:  We got our host here announcing everybody's cards and his 
chip-ins there on, what, 16 and 18, chipping in and me go a putt on 17.  So much 

drama coming down 16, 17, 18 and you really have to, as I like to say, just clutch up 

and hit golf shots. 
 

Q.  What? 
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ADAM HADWIN:  Clutch up and hit golf shots coming down the stretch.  I think it was 
Stephen Ames that won the PLAYERS, he just put on a stripe show and won by a few 

and it was playing firm, fast and he just put on a show.  But the list of champions for 
this event is Hall of Famers across the board.  To get a chance to tee it up in the 

event and play against the top players in the world and know every one of them look 

forward to this event every year draws -- they compare it as the fifth major.  To know 
that I'm in it, that's pretty exciting. 

 
Q.  One more thing, Weir won the Masters and that was kind of a it for Canada, 
and (inaudible) been playing very comparable, so what's your views on future 
of Canadian golf as far as the big tour?  
 

ADAM HADWIN:  I've been saying, I've been asked that question a few years, what's 
the state of Canadian golf, and I've been saying it's good, just give these guys time to 

get the experience and to get out here.  We have three Canadians graduating in this 
class, myself and Roger had earned it after Portland and then Nick playing well in the 

playoffs and earning his card as well.  It's so exciting to see the talent sort of start 

coming out and guys coming to their own and having that experience and playing 
well.  It's just an exciting group to be a part of is what it is.  We don't have a ton of 

guys out there.  Graham and David have really been stalwarts the last few years and 
playing really well.  It's just going to be very exciting to join them on the tour and 

hopefully share in some of the success they've had lately.  David Hearn.    
 


